
A  S T Y L I S T S  G U I D E

T a k e  t h e  s t r e s s  o u t  o f
d r e s s i n g  f o r  y o u r  p h o t o s h o o t

Momma, you generally know what looks good on you, but these are family

photos… A precious moment that will be captured forever in time. Don’t you

want to kick it up a notch and highlight your best assets? 

 

With so many styles and trends out there, it may be hard to �igure out what will

work for you. I’m here to help you �igure out what your best features are and

offer up some styling tips.

 

It’s time to get you in front of the camera

looking your absolute best!



If highlighting your legs is the goal. Try a flared jean or bootcut pant. If
skirts and dresses are more your style, consider a mini hemline or one
that hits above the knee. These styles will bring attention to your lower
half and elongate your legs. 
 
If you want to take it a step further pair this look with a pointed shoe. A
nude heel in a color close to your skin tone will give the illusion of
height. If your photoshoot is in the fall or winter months, a heeled boot
will offer the same effect.

 

Accentuate your lower half

Show off your curves

If you’ve got them flaunt them. And if not, we
can create some. 
 
Go for styles that cinch at the waist. Wrap style
tops and dresses are a great way to give the
illusion of curves. High waisted skirts and pants
are another great option, Just be sure to pair it
with a fitted top, or one that can be tucked in.
You want to highlight your curves not hide
them. 
 
If your photoshoot is in cooler months a belted
jacket or cardigan will give your figure the
hourglass shape, just avoid overly bulky styles.
To create curves up top, try a top with a sweat
heart neckline. This gives the illusion of a larger
bust and looks flattering on almost all body
shapes. Just be mindful of how low the neckline
falls. 



Embellished tops and interesting patterns will draw the eye upwards.
Unique collars, ruffles and puffed sleeves are all great options. Just
remember that if you have heavy detailing up top, keep your bottom half
simple. Too much going on can confuse the eye and look overwhelming in
photos.
 
To achieve this look while wearing a dress, choose a fit and flare style, or
one with embellishments up top. If during your photo shoot you find you
need to wear a coat or cardigan, choose one with interesting details or
patterns. (Buffalo plaid and hounds-tooth are popular choices in the
fall) If an embellished coat is not your style, keep the layered pieces
simple, and choose a shirt with details to up the wow factor.
 

If you decide to wear a print. Keep the rest of the family neutral so as
not to compete with their outfits. A good rule of thumb is to keep your
prints to a minimum of two. 

Highlight your upper half

Accessories
I don’t suggest wearing a ton of jewelry during photo
shoots as they can be distracting and look busy. But if
jewelry is part of your personal style, then I suggest
keeping it simple and choosing one or two pieces. If
you like ornate necklaces, with lots of color, or one
that is larger in size then I would recommend wearing
a solid color top. This will make your jewelry stand
out, without trying to compete with your clothing. 
 
To add a layer of interest to your photo, consider
seasonal accessories. Scarves, gloves, hats and vests
are great for fall. Fabrics such as leather, faux fur,
velvet or suede are great for adding texture, and look
amazing when photographed.
 
Chiffon, lace or other light-weight fabrics
work well for spring and summer shoots



Once you’ve chosen the location for your photoshoot, use the colors found
naturally in these spaces as inspiration for your clothing choice. And
remember the goal is to compliment the location, not blend into it.

Color Palette

Lastly, I want you to remember to choose clothing that makes you
feel con�ident and allows your personality to shine through. 
 
I can’t wait to see how you style yourself and your family. Be sure to
tag me on Instagram @styledbykimberley or use that hashtag
#styledbykimberley so I can share your looks. 


